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Ocular following responses (OFRs) are the initial tracking eye movements that can be elicited at ultra-
short latency by sudden motion of a textured pattern. The OFR magnitude depends upon stimulus size,
and also upon the spatial frequency (SF) of sine-wave gratings. Here we investigate the interaction of size
and SF. We recorded initial OFRs in human subjects when 1D vertical sine-wave gratings were subject to
horizontal motion. Gratings were restricted to elongated horizontal apertures—‘‘strips’’—aligned with the
axis of motion. In Experiment 1 the SF and the height of a single strip was manipulated. The magnitude of
the OFR increased with strip height up to some optimum value, while strip heights greater than this opti-
mum produced smaller responses. This effect was strongly dependent on SF: the optimum strip height
was smaller for higher SFs. In order to explore the underlying mechanism, Experiment 2 measured OFRs
to stimuli composed of two thin horizontal strips—one in the upper visual ﬁeld, the other in the lower
visual ﬁeld—whose vertical separation varied 32-fold. Stimuli of different sizes can be reconstructed from
the sum of such horizontal strips. We found that the OFRs in Experiment 1 were smaller than the sum of
the responses to the component stimuli, but greater than the average of those responses. We deﬁned an
averaging coefﬁcient that described whether a given response was closer to the sum or to the average. For
any one SF, the averaging coefﬁcients were similar over a wide range of stimulus sizes, while they varied
considerably (7-fold) for stimuli of different SFs.
Published by Elsevier Ltd.1. Introduction
Ocular following responses (OFRs) are the initial tracking eye
movements that are elicited at ultra-short latency by sudden
motion of a textured pattern. Appreciated initially as a visual
counterpart of the translational vestibulo-ocular reﬂex—see Miles
(1998), for review—the OFR over the years proved also to be a
powerful behavioral probe for studying the earliest stages of the
cortical visual motion processing (Kodaka et al., 2007). Recent
work has provided strong evidence that the earliest OFRs are med-
iated by motion detectors that are sensitive to 1st-order motion
energy, as in the widely accepted motion energy model (Adelson
& Bergen, 1985; van Santen & Sperling, 1985; Watson & Ahumada,
1985). Thus, OFRs to broadband motion stimuli—both in humans
and nonhuman primates—depend on the Fourier composition of
the visual stimulus (Miura et al., 2006; Sheliga et al., 2005), and
show reversal with ‘‘1st-order reverse-phi motion’’ (Masson, Yang,
& Miles, 2002). Further, the inter-subject variation of many
fundamental visual properties of the OFR is minimal, the resultLtd.
sorimotor Research, National
onvent Drive, Bethesda, MD
.that one might anticipate if these characteristics directly reﬂected
the activation of (and/or the interactions between) the low-level
motion detectors involved (Matsuura et al., 2008; Sheliga, FitzGib-
bon, & Miles, 2008b; Sheliga et al., 2005). More than two decades of
intensive work by several groups are comprehensively summa-
rized in an excellent review by Masson and Perrinet (2012).
This study will concentrate on the spatial summation properties
of the OFR. As early as in 1990 Miles and colleagues showed that
larger stimuli did not necessarily result in stronger responses
(Gellman, Carl, & Miles, 1990). In many cases the largest stimuli
produced smaller responses than those produced by stimuli of
optimal size. Masson and colleagues (Barthelemy, Vanzetta, &
Masson, 2006) also found a similar dependence of the OFR on aper-
ture size. Similar decreases in response for large stimuli have been
reported in monkeys (cited from Masson & Perrinet, 2012; com-
pare Fig. 8b and e). Masson and Perrinet (2012) suggested that
the summation of motion information occurs only within a ‘‘lim-
ited integrative zone’’ and ‘‘is modulated by a suppressive ﬁeld of
much larger size’’. A different stimulus used by Sheliga, FitzGibbon,
and Miles (2008a) suggests that antagonism between center and
periphery is not the only mechanism. They used gratings that were
conﬁned to equally-spaced horizontal strips. Fifteen strips span-
ning the screen (with gaps between them) produced responses
similar to just three strips. When 30 abutting strips ﬁlled the
2 B.M. Sheliga et al. / Vision Research 68 (2012) 1–13screen, the response was substantially attenuated, leading the
authors to invoke local inhibitory surround mechanisms (e.g., for
MT circuitry see Born and Bradley (2005) for review). The satura-
tion in responses observed with separated strips suggests more
global inhibitory process (Carandini & Heeger, 1994; Carandini,
Heeger, & Movshon, 1997; Heeger, 1992; Rust et al., 2006; Simon-
celli & Heeger, 1998).
All of the above studies used sinusoidal gratings of one ﬁxed SF,
and no systematic study has explored possible interactions be-
tween SF and size. Here we address this question using 1-D (verti-
cal) sinusoidal gratings restricted to elongated horizontal
apertures—‘‘strips’’—aligned with the axis of motion. In Experi-
ment 1 the SF and the height of a single strip were manipulated
independently over a wide range. The pattern of the OFR amplitude
dependence on strip height—an increase followed by a decrease—
was strongly affected by stimulus SF: the higher the SF of the stim-
ulus, the smaller the strip height that produced a maximal OFR.
Furthermore, for a given SF, this ‘‘critical’’ strip height did not de-
pend much on stimulus contrast (8–50% range). In Experiment 2
we attempted to address the mechanism by which the OFR depen-
dence on strip height might arise, measuring OFRs to stimuli lo-
cated at different eccentricities. For this, we used gratings that
occupied two thin horizontal strips—one in the upper visual ﬁeld,
the other in the lower visual ﬁeld—whose vertical separation was
varied 32-fold. The stimuli of Experiment 1 can be constructed
by summing a collection of horizontal strips of different vertical
eccentricity, so we then asked if the OFRs to stimuli of Experiment
1 could be derived as a function—sum, average, or other—of OFRs
to strips comprising them. Observed responses fell between the
sum and the average of the component responses. We deﬁne an
averaging coefﬁcient that describes how close the response was
to either pure summation or pure averaging. For a given SF, the
averaging coefﬁcient was similar for a wide range of stimulus sizes.
On the other hand, averaging coefﬁcients varied considerably for
stimuli of different SFs, with responses for higher SF falling further
beneath the sum. OFR latencies decreased with stimulus size, but
this effect was small at high SFs, probably because of the progres-
sive scarcity of high-SF visual inputs with increasing eccentricity
(De Valois & De Valois, 1988). Some preliminary results of this
study were presented in abstract form elsewhere (Sheliga et al.,
2011).2. Experiment 1: The initial OFRs to gratings of variable height
2.1. Material and methods
Most of the techniques were very similar to those used previ-
ously in our laboratory (Sheliga et al., 2006, 2005; Sheliga, FitzGib-
bon, & Miles, 2008b) and, therefore, will only be described in brief
here. Experimental protocols were approved by the Institutional
Review Committee concerned with the use of human subjects.2.1.1. Subjects
The recordings from the three authors (B.M.S., C.Q., and E.J.F.) of
this study provided the entire dataset. All subjects had corrected-
to-normal vision. Viewing was binocular.1 The stimulus motion temporal frequency, therefore, was equal to 19 Hz (with
150 Hz refresh rate) or 20 Hz (with 160 Hz refresh rate) which is within range of
optimal temporal frequencies for evoking OFRs as shown by others (Gellman, Carl, &
Miles, 1990).2.1.2. Eye-movement recording
The horizontal and vertical positions of the right eye were re-
corded with an electromagnetic induction technique (Robinson,
1963) using a scleral search coil embedded in a silastin ring
(Collewijn, Van Der Mark, & Jansen, 1975), as described by Yang,
FitzGibbon, and Miles (2003).2.1.3. Visual display and the grating stimuli
The subjects sat in a dark room with their heads positioned by
means of adjustable rests (for the forehead and chin) and secured
in place with a head band. Visual stimuli were presented on a com-
puter monitor (Sony 2100 CRT) located straight ahead at 45.7 cm
from the corneal vertex. The monitor screen was 400 mm wide
and 300 mm high, with a resolution of 1024  768 pixels (20.55
pixels/, directly ahead of the eyes), a vertical refresh rate of
150 Hz (subject C.Q.) or 160 Hz (all other subjects), and a mean
luminance of 20.8 cd/m2. The RGB signals from the video card pro-
vided the inputs to an attenuator (Pelli, 1997) whose output was
connected to the RGB inputs of the monitor via a video signal split-
ter (Black Box Corp., AC085A-R2). This arrangement allowed the
presentation of black and white images with 11-bit grayscale
resolution.
The visual stimuli consisted of 1-D vertical gratings with sinu-
soidal luminance proﬁles subject to horizontal motion in the form
of 1/8-wavelength steps between each video frame.1 The stimuli
were always centered vertically at a subject’s eye level and ex-
tended the full width of the display (47). The gratings occupied
a single horizontal strip, whose height ranged from 0.15 (3 pix-
els) up to 36.1 (full screen) in octave increments. All gratings had
a ﬁxed contrast of 32%; their SFs ranged from 0.03125 to 2 cpd
(subject C.Q.: from 0.0625 to 1 cpd) in octave increments. See
Fig. 1A for an example. Each block of trials had 126 (subjects
B.M.S. and E.J.F.) or 90 (subject C.Q.) randomly interleaved stimuli:
9 strip heights, 7 or 5 SFs, and 2 directions of motion (leftward vs.
rightward).
2.1.3.1. Experiment 1B. In this experiment the gratings had a vari-
able contrast of 8%, 20%, or 50%; their SFs were set at 0.0625 or
1 cpd. The gratings occupied a single horizontal strip, whose height
ranged from0.15 up to the full screen in octave increments. Each
block of trials had 108 randomly interleaved stimuli: 9 strip
heights, 3 contrasts, 2 SFs, and 2 directions of motion.
2.1.4. Procedures
All aspects of the experimental paradigms were controlled by
two PCs, which communicated via Ethernet using the TCP/IP proto-
col. One of the PCs was running a Real-time EXperimentation soft-
ware package (REX) developed by Hays, Richmond, and Optican
(1982), and provided the overall control of the experimental proto-
col as well as acquiring, displaying, and storing the eye-movement
data. The other PC was running Matlab subroutines, utilizing the
Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997),
and generated the visual stimuli upon receiving a trigger signal
from the REX machine.
At the beginning of each trial, the grating patterns appeared
(randomly selected from a lookup table) together with a target
spot (diameter, 0.25) at the screen center that the subject was
instructed to ﬁxate. After the subject’s right eye had been posi-
tioned within 2 of the ﬁxation target and no saccades had been
detected (using an eye velocity threshold of 18/s) for a random-
ized period of 600–1100 ms the ﬁxation target disappeared and
the apparent-motion stimulus began. The motion lasted for
200 ms, at which point the screen became a uniform gray (lumi-
nance, 20.8 cd/m2) marking the end of the trial. After an inter-
trial interval of 500 ms a new grating pattern appeared together
with a central ﬁxation target, commencing a new trial. The sub-
jects were asked to refrain from blinking or shifting ﬁxation ex-
cept during the inter-trial intervals but were given no
Fig. 1. Stimulus spatial layout. (A) Experiment 1: Grating occupied a single horizontal strip that was located always at the screen center and varied in spatial frequency and/or
height from trial to trial. (B) Grating occupied two identical horizontal strips, each 0.6- or 1.2-high, located symmetrically above and below the screen center. The spatial
frequency and/or vertical separation between the strips—measured as an angular distance between their outer edges—varied from trial to trial. In these examples the strip
height in (A) and the strip vertical separation in (B) are equal.
Fig. 2. The initial OFRs to strips of variable height for two stimulus spatial frequencies (mean R–L eye velocity proﬁles over time for subject B.M.S.). (A) Responses to 1 cpd
stimuli. (B) Responses to 0.0625 cpd stimuli. Different strip heights are coded by the darkness of individual traces (see the insert). Abscissa shows time since onset of
stimulus; horizontal dotted lines represent zero velocity; horizontal thick black line beneath the traces indicates the response measurement window. Each trace is the mean
response to 147–157 repetitions of the stimulus.
2 An ability to maintain stable ﬁxation varies greatly from subject to subject and, to
a lesser extent, for the same subject from session to session. In our experiments the
off-line trial deletion resulted in the elimination of 4 ± 4% of trials for subject B.M.S.,
18 ± 10% of trials for subject C.Q., and 27 ± 15% for subject E.J.F.
B.M. Sheliga et al. / Vision Research 68 (2012) 1–13 3instructions relating to the motion stimuli. If no saccades were
detected for the duration of the trial, then the data were stored
on a hard disk; otherwise, the trial was aborted and subsequently
repeated within the same block. Data were collected over several
sessions until each condition had been repeated an adequate
number of times to permit good resolution of the responses
(through averaging).
2.1.5. Data analysis
The horizontal and vertical eye position data obtained during
the calibration procedure were each ﬁtted with second-order poly-
nomials which were used to linearize the horizontal and vertical
eye position data recorded during the experiment proper. The lin-
earized eye-position signals were smoothed with an acausal 6th-
order Butterworth ﬁlter (3 dB at 30 Hz) andmean temporal proﬁles
were computed for each stimulus condition. Trials with saccadic
intrusions (that had failed to reach the eye-velocity cut-off of18/s used during the experiment) were deleted.2 Because the OFRs
elicited by some stimuli could be very weak or show directional
asymmetries, the mean horizontal eye position with each leftward
motion stimulus was subtracted from the mean horizontal eye posi-
tion with the corresponding rightward motion stimulus: the ‘‘mean
R–L eye position’’. Velocity responses (the ‘‘mean R–L eye velocity’’)
were estimated from differences between samples 10 ms apart (cen-
tral difference method), and evaluated every 1 ms. Response latency
was estimated by determining the time after stimulus onset when
the mean R–L eye velocity ﬁrst exceeded 0.1/s. The initial OFRs to
a given stimulus were quantiﬁed by measuring the changes in the
mean R–L eye position signals—‘‘OFR measures’’—over the initial
Fig. 3. OFR latency: Dependence on strip height at each of several stimulus spatial frequencies (indicated by different colors and symbols: see labels on the left lower graph).
(A), (B), and (C) Data for subjects B.M.S., C.Q., and E.J.F., respectively. Stimulus spatial frequencies: 0.03125 cpd (purple ﬁlled squares), 0.0625 cpd (red ﬁlled triangles),
0.125 cpd (ﬁlled orange circles), 0.25 cpd (green ﬁlled diamonds), 0.5 cpd (grey open diamonds), 1 cpd (blue open squares), and 2 cpd (black open circles). Color-coded
continuous traces are the best ﬁts obtained with Expression 1. (D) Difference in latency between the minimal- (0.15) and maximal-strip-height (36.1) conditions for strips of
different spatial frequency. Plotted are the means and standard errors of the mean (SEM) for three subjects. Data are ﬁtted with Expression 1, in which ‘C’ stands for stimulus
SF rather than strip height: r2 = 0.999; K = 6.56; n = 0.57; L0 = 11.4.
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sponse latency. However, to permit within-subject comparisons
across different paradigms, for a given subject the duration of this
measurement window was always the same throughout the entire
study (59 ms for subject B.M.S.; 61 ms for C.Q.; 64 ms for E.J.F.).
For all of the data obtained from a given subject with a given stim-
ulus set, this window always commenced at the same time after the
stimulus onset (‘‘stimulus-locked measures’’), the actual time being
determined by the shortest response latency in the particular data
set.3
2.2. Results
Fig. 2 shows sample mean R–L eye velocity proﬁles over time
obtained from one subject (B.M.S.) in response to two motion
stimuli whose SFs differed 16-fold: 1 cpd (Fig. 2A) and3 For example, in Experiment 1 gratings of the same spatial frequency but different
heights were considered to be a ‘‘stimulus set’’. Therefore, for a certain spatial
frequency the window for each height condition commenced at the same time after
the motion onset. The quantiﬁcation of the OFRs to gratings of a different spatial
frequency might have a different time window determined by the shortest mean
response latency obtained with the ‘‘stimulus set’’ of this spatial frequency.0.0625 cpd (Fig. 2B). Comparison of Fig. 2A and B demonstrates
that the magnitude and latency of the OFR depends upon strip
height, but in ways that are very different for these two spatial
frequencies.
When the stimulus SF was high (Fig. 2A), even the narrowest
strip—0.15 high (the lightest gray trace)—evoked a considerable
response. Increasing the strip height up to 2.34 boosted the OFRs,
while further increase led to a profound decline in the OFR magni-
tude, such that the OFRs were least when the motion stimulus
occupied the full screen (the darkest gray trace).
When the stimulus SF was low (Fig. 2B), the OFRs to the nar-
rowest strip were the smallest ones. Increasing the strip height
from 0.15 all the way up to 18.5 led to a progressive increase
in the OFR magnitude, though the OFRs dipped again when the mo-
tion stimulus occupied the whole screen.
Fig. 3 summarizes the OFR latency data for all three subjects.
In Fig. 3A–C for each stimulus SF the latency is plotted as a func-
tion of the strip height (on a log abscissa). Each such plot was
ﬁtted with the following expression (Sheliga, FitzGibbon, &
Miles, 2009):
nK  C þ L0 ð1Þ
Fig. 4. OFR amplitude: Dependence on strip height for each of several stimulus spatial frequencies. (A), (B), and (C) Mean (stimulus-locked) OFR measures for subjects B.M.S.,
C.Q., and E.J.F., respectively. Colors and symbols as in Fig. 3. Continuous traces are the best-ﬁt 5th-order polynomial functions. Subject B.M.S. (147–160 trials per condition;
SDs ranged 0.021–0.029), subject C.Q. (68–148 trials per condition; SDs ranged 0.013–0.022), subject E.J.F. (90–115 trials per condition; SDs ranged 0.015–0.025). (D)
Dependence of the strip height yielding the maximal response on stimulus spatial frequency for three subjects. Continuous traces are the best-ﬁt polynomial functions. Bright
symbols and traces: stimulus-locked measurements. Pale symbols and traces: response-locked measurements. Responses of subject C.Q. to 0.0625 cpd gratings did not
saturate even with the full-screen image, so the corresponding datum point is uniquely marked by a crossed circle placed at the eccentricity corresponding to the maximal
vertical screen extension (thin horizontal dotted line) in order to distinguish it from all other ‘‘real’’ data. Black open circles and dotted line: subject B.M.S. data in a control
experiment in which the stimulus width was kept constant in terms of grating cycles rather than degrees of visual angle.
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asymptote, and the plots include these ﬁts (when 2 cpd stimuli are
excluded, r2 ranged from 0.733 to 0.996 averaging 0.957) as smooth
curves whose best-ﬁt parameters are listed in Table 1 in the Supple-
mentarymaterial. The OFR latencywas strongly dependent upon the
strip height, with larger stimuli producing shorter latencies. These
changes in latency were SF-dependent: the lower the SF of the stim-
ulus the greater the decrease in latency. At the highest SF used, no
change in latency was detectable. Fig. 3D quantiﬁes this observation
using a ‘‘Latency Decrease’’ measure, deﬁned as a difference in la-
tency between the minimal- and maximal-strip-height conditions.4
The amplitude of the OFR followed quite a different pattern, and
Fig. 4 summarizes the data for all three subjects. In Fig. 4A–C for
each stimulus SF the amplitude is plotted as a function of the strip
height (on a log abscissa). Each plot was ﬁtted with a 5th-order
polynomial,5 and these ﬁts (r2 ranged from 0.951 to 1.000 averaging4 2 cpd data are excluded from Fig. 3D, because there was no consistent trend of
latency changes as the stimulus height wasmanipulated (see Fig. 3A and C, since only
two subjects were tested at this spatial frequency).
5 Polynomial ﬁts were implemented in order to provide the best possible ﬁt for the
data, which could be utilized in the future for modeling purposes, etc.0.992) are included as smooth curves whose best-ﬁt parameters are
listed in Table 2 in the Supplementary material. For each stimulus
SF the dependence of the OFR amplitude on strip height exhibited
the same basic pattern: as the strip height was increased there was
an initial rise in the OFR amplitude up to some optimal value, beyond
which further increase in height decreased the OFR.6 However, sev-
eral features of such a general response curve ‘‘shape’’ were clearly
SF-dependent. Firstly, at higher SFs even the narrowest-height stim-
uli evoked a considerable response, while at lower SFs the OFR for the
narrowest-height stimuli was small. Secondly, at higher SFs the ini-
tial rise in the amplitude was very modest, while at lower SFs the ini-
tial increase in the strip height led to a substantial rise in the OFR
amplitude. Thirdly, the maximum attainable OFR amplitude was
SF-dependent: the intermediate-SF gratings (around 0.25 cpd) were
the most effective, reminiscent of our earlier ﬁndings (e.g., Sheliga
et al., 2005). Fourthly, the strip height which yielded the maximal
OFR was also SF-dependent: a higher strip was needed to attain the
maximal response at lower SFs. This last result is further quantiﬁed6 0.0625 cpd data of subject C.Q. was the only exception from this general pattern
of results (Fig. 4B): the response saturation was not reached, even in the case of the
full screen image.
Fig. 5. OFR amplitude: Dependence on strip height for two stimulus spatial frequencies at three different contrasts. (A) and (B) Mean (stimulus-locked) OFR measures for
subjects B.M.S. and E.J.F., respectively. Reddish symbols and traces: 0.0625 cpd stimulus. Bluish symbols and traces: 1 cpd stimulus. Stimulus contrast: 8% (circles), 20%
(squares), 50% (diamonds). Continuous traces are the best-ﬁt 5th-order polynomial functions. Subject B.M.S. (96–107 trials per condition; SDs ranged 0.020–0.027), subject
E.J.F. (58–93 trials per condition; SDs ranged 0.015–0.026). (C) Dependence of the strip height yielding the maximal response on stimulus contrast for two subjects. Upper
panel: 1 cpd stimulus. Lower panel: 0.0625 cpd stimulus.
7 For a given SF at all contrasts and strip height conditions the OFR measurement
window always commenced at the same time after the stimulus onset.
6 B.M. Sheliga et al. / Vision Research 68 (2012) 1–13in Fig. 4D (bright symbols and ﬁts), which plots the strip height which
yielded the maximal response (calculated from the polynomial ﬁts in
Fig. 4A–C) as a function of the stimulus SF (on a log abscissa).
Regardless of stimulus height, the gratings always extended the
whole width of the computer screen. Thus for stimuli of different
SFs the number of sine wave cycles along the axis of motion varied
64-fold: from 1.6 cycles at 0.03125 cpd to 99.7 cycles at 2 cpd.
This might somehow also inﬂuence the OFR dependence on stimu-
lus size. We, therefore, conducted a control experiment in one sub-
ject (B.M.S.) in which the stimulus height was varied exactly as in
Experiment 1 but the stimulus width was kept constant in terms of
grating cycles (6.2) rather than degrees of visual angle. Stimuli of
four SFs were used: 1, 0.5, 0.25, and 0.125 cpd. We found that
the OFR amplitude dependencies on stimulus height were very
similar to those shown in Fig. 4A (subject B.M.S.), and the strip
height which yielded the maximal OFR was still SF-dependent: a
higher strip was needed to attain the maximal response at lower
SFs. Data from this control experiment are added to Fig. 4D: it is
clear that Experiment 1 (black ﬁlled circles; solid line) and our con-
trol experiment (black open circles; dotted line) yield very similar
results. We, therefore, conclude that the number of sine wave cy-
cles along the axis of motion cannot account for the differential
OFR dependencies on stimulus size for stimuli of different SF.
The OFR measures used for the amplitude analyses so far were
deﬁned with respect to the stimulus motion onset—‘‘stimulus-
locked measures’’ (see Methods). Although the dependent variable
in all of our experiments is a motor response, our major interest is
in the sensory processing that underlies this response and, for this,
stimulus-locked measures are appropriate. However, stimulus-
locked response measures might be affected by the response la-
tency. Therefore, given that Fig. 3 reported signiﬁcant strip-
height-dependent OFR latency changes (which affected primarily
lower SFs), we wanted to see if the results reported in Fig. 4D could
be accounted for exclusively by changes in the OFR latency. For this
we computed ‘‘response-locked measures’’, which were based on
the change in the mean R–L eye position signals over the same
time window that was used with the stimulus-locked measures
but commencing when mean R–L eye velocity ﬁrst exceeded
0.1/s individually for each stimulus condition. Fig. 4D shows that
these measures (pale symbols and ﬁts) reproduce the pattern of re-
sults obtained using the stimulus-locked measures. This impliesthat latency differences had little impact on our measures of the
relationship between stimulus size and OFR amplitude.
2.2.1. Experiment 1B: Contrast dependence
In Experiment 1 the contrast of all the gratings was kept con-
stant at 32%. However, there is ample evidence from both psycho-
physical (e.g., Anderson & Burr, 1991; Tadin et al., 2003) and
single-neuron level studies (e.g., Cavanaugh, Bair, & Movshon,
2002; Sceniak et al., 1999) that the visual summation of low- vs.
high-contrast stimuli might be quite different. So here we sought
to establish if and how the dependence of the OFR amplitude on
strip height was inﬂuenced by stimulus contrast. For this we
picked gratings of just two SFs—one on the high and one on the
low end of the SF range (1 cpd vs. 0.0625 cpd; 16-fold differ-
ence)—and presented them at one of three contrasts spanning
the range from 8% to 50%. Subjects B.M.S. and E.J.F. participated.
Fig. 5 summarizes the OFR amplitude data. In Fig. 5A and B for
each stimulus SF and contrast the amplitude is plotted as a func-
tion of the strip height (on a log abscissa).7 Each plot was ﬁtted with
the 5th-order polynomial, and these ﬁts (r2 ranged from 0.933 to
0.999 averaging 0.977) are included as smooth curves whose best-
ﬁt parameters are listed in Table 3 in the Supplementary material.
Fig. 5C provides quantitative description. At 1 cpd (upper panel)
the strip of just 3.9 ± 0.4-high was sufﬁcient to exert the maximal
impact on the OFRs, and any dependency on contrast was virtually
absent. On the other hand, at 0.0625 cpd (lower panel) the strip
had to be much higher—22.3 ± 4.2—in order to attain maximal
OFR amplitudes, and at lower contrasts the required strip height
was somewhat bigger.
3. Experiment 2: The initial OFRs to ‘‘paired strips’’ located at
different vertical eccentricities
3.1. Material and methods
Many of the methods and procedures were identical to those
used in Experiment 1, and only those that were different will be
described here.
10 For subjects B.M.S. and E.J.F response amplitudes to paired 0.6-high strips
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The visual stimuli consisted of 1-D vertical gratings which occu-
pied two horizontal strips (‘‘paired strips’’)—one in the upper visual
ﬁeld, the other in the lower visual ﬁeld—which were equidistant
from the center of the display. Each strip was 0.6 high (12 pixels
at eye level) for subjects B.M.S. and E.J.F. or 1.2 high (24 pixels at
the eye level) for subjects B.M.S. and C.Q. and extended the full
width of the display. See Fig. 1B for an example. All gratings had
a ﬁxed contrast of 32%; their spatial frequency ranged from 0.03
to 2 cpd (subjects B.M.S. and E.J.F.) or from 0.06 to 1 cpd (subject
C.Q.) in octave increments. The vertical separation between the
strips was varied systematically, but the exact separation values
were chosen such that the paired strips encompassed the same
area of the computer screen as the area covered by the stimuli em-
ployed in Experiment 1 (compare Fig. 1B to 1A for an example). The
vertical separation between the strips—measured as an angular
distance between their outer edges—was set to one of the following
values: 1.2 (paired 0.6-high strips only), 2.3, 4.7, 9.3, 18.5, or
36.1. Each block of trials had 84 (0.6-high strips; subjects B.M.S.
and E.J.F.), 70 (1.2-high strips; subject B.M.S.), or 50 (1.2-high
strips; subject C.Q.) randomly interleaved stimuli: 6 or 5 strip sep-
arations, 7 or 5 SFs, and 2 directions of motion.
3.1.1.1. Experiment 2B. This experiment explored the effect of con-
trast in stimuli reproduced from Experiments 1 (a single strip of
variable height) and Experiment 2 (1.2-high ‘‘paired strips’’). The
gratings could have one of two contrasts (8% or 50%) and one of
two SFs (0.0625 or 0.5 cpd). The single strip height and paired
strips vertical separation ranged from 2.3 to 18.5 in octave incre-
ments. Each block of trials had 56 randomly interleaved stimuli: 2
stimulus types (single strip vs. paired strips); 4 strip heights (or
vertical separations), 2 contrasts, 2 SFs, and 2 directions of motion.8
3.1.2. Data analysis
The stimuli of Experiment 1 can be spatially reconstructed by
summing a number of abutting paired strips of different vertical
separation.9 For example, the 25%-coverage stimulus shown in
Fig. 1A can be spatially reconstructed adding up 8 abutting paired
0.6-high strips which have vertical separations of 1.2, 2.3, 3.5,
4.7, 5.8, 7.0, 8.2, and 9.3. Although we did not record responses
to all the separations required to reconstruct the stimuli in Experi-
ment 1 (see the preceding Stimuli section), the missing separations
could be approximated by linear interpolation using separations that
were measured. For example,
R8:2 ¼ 0:75R9:3 þ 0:25R4:7 ð2Þ
where R is the OFR amplitude.
To assess quantitatively if the OFRs recorded to stimuli of Exper-
iment 1 were a function—sum, average, or other—of responses to
paired strips comprising them, the OFR amplitude to paired strips
was computed using stimulus-locked measures whose ‘‘temporal
windows’’—both commencement time and duration—matched
those used in Experiment 1. Experiments 1 and 2 were run on dif-
ferent days, and hence the stimuli tested in each of the experiments
were not interleaved within a single session. However, since the
two experiments had one condition (for each SF) in common—
paired 0.6-high strips separated by 1.2were identical to 1.2-high
single strip in Experiment 1 and paired 1.2-high strips separated8 Paired 1.2-high strips separated by 2.3 condition is identical to 2.3-high single
strip condition. Therefore the total number of trials per block was 56 rather than 64.
9 The stimuli were displayed on a ﬂat computer monitor. Since we maintained the
strip height constant (rounded to the nearest full pixel) angular-wise, it led to an
accumulation of a tangential error pixel-wise for the most peripheral strip location(s).
However, re-spatial reconstruction arithmetic that follows, this error was minimal
(3.3%), and we ignored it.by 2.3 were identical to 2.3-high single strip in Experiment 1—
all OFR measures obtained in Experiment 1 and 2 were normalized
with respect to the OFR measure recorded in this common (one for
each SF) condition.10 Data analyses in Experiment 2B were per-
formed in exactly the same way as it was just described for Experi-
ment 2, except that no such normalization was needed since the
variable-height single strip stimulus conditions (as in Experiment
1) and the paired-strip stimulus conditions (as in Experiment 2) were
interleaved within a single experimental session.
3.2. Results
Fig. 6 shows two examples of mean R–L eye velocity proﬁles
over time obtained from one subject (B.M.S.) in response to motion
of paired 0.6-high strips: 1 cpd strips (Fig. 6A) and 0.0625 cpd
strips (Fig. 6B). It is clear that the dependencies on strip separation
were very different for the two SFs shown. When the SF was high
(Fig. 6A), OFR amplitude increased with strip separation up to 4.7,
while further strip separation led to a profound OFR amplitude de-
cline. When the SF was low (Fig. 6B), strip separation had little ef-
fect on the OFR amplitudes. The OFRs to the high-SF stimuli
showed progressive latency increase as the strip separation be-
came larger (Fig. 6A), while the same tendency—though present—
was much weaker with the low-SF stimuli (Fig. 6B).
3.2.1. OFR latency
Qualitatively, each subject’s latency dependencies on the angu-
lar strip separation were the same; therefore Fig. 7 summarizes
data averaged across subjects. The resulting plots were similar
for paired 0.6-high (Fig. 7A and B) and 1.2-high (Fig. 7C and D)
strips.11 Fig. 7A and C plot the Minimal Latency—the shortest OFR la-
tency among all vertical strip separations for a given SF—as a func-
tion of the gratings’ SF (on a log abscissa). These dependencies had
a U-shaped form, with the smallest values recorded for stimuli in
the 0.25–1 cpd range. Fig. 7B and D plot the OFR latencies—normal-
ized to their respective Minimal Latency—as a function of strip sep-
aration (on a log abscissa). For intermediate- and low-SF stimuli the
OFR latencies were fairly constant and close to their respective Min-
imal Latency values for all strip separations up to 18.5, and a nota-
ble increase in latency occurred only for the extreme separation
tested (36.1). On the other hand, the OFR latencies to 1 and 2 cpd
stimuli started to increase much earlier—at strip separations of
4.7–9.3—and the increase tended to originate at smaller strip sepa-
rations for 2 cpd stimuli (black open circles) than for 1 cpd stimuli
(blue open squares).
3.2.2. OFR amplitude
Fig. 8A–D summarize the OFR amplitude data for all subjects.
For each stimulus SF the amplitude is plotted as a function of the
angular vertical strip separation (on a log abscissa). At high and
intermediate SFs this dependence was ‘‘bell-shaped’’. As the stim-
ulus SF decreased the peak of this ‘‘bell’’ curve shifted towards lar-
ger strip separations. For the highest SFs tested (black open circles
and blue open squares), the most effective motion stimulus was of-
ten the one with the smallest strip separation, i.e. when the paired
strips abutted forming a ‘‘single strip’’. For the two lowest SFs (redseparated by 1.2 were 0.91 ± 0.05 and 1.00 ± 0.05, respectively, of those to 1.2-high
single strip in Experiment 1. For subjects B.M.S. and C.Q. response amplitudes to
paired 1.2-high strips separated by 2.3 were 1.00 ± 0.08 and 0.90 ± 0.08,
respectively, of those to 2.3-high single strip in Experiment 1.
11 Only one subject (B.M.S.) was tested with paired 1.2-high strips at 0.03125 and 2
cpd. This fact is acknowledged in Fig. 7C and D by using dotted lines to present those
data. Also with 2 cpd strips separated by 36.1 the OFR velocity did not reach 0.1/s
criterion for response onset (see Methods), hence no datum point for this condition in
Fig. 7B and D.
Fig. 6. The initial OFRs to paired strips of variable vertical separation for two stimulus spatial frequencies (mean R–L eye velocity proﬁles over time for subject B.M.S.). (A)
Responses to 1 cpd stimuli. (B) Responses to 0.0625 cpd stimuli. Different paired strip separations are coded by the darkness of individual traces (see the insert). Abscissa
shows time since onset of stimulus; horizontal dotted lines represent zero velocity; horizontal thick black line beneath the traces indicates the response measurement
window. Each trace is the mean response to 143–152 repetitions of the stimulus.
Fig. 7. OFR latency: Dependence on paired strips’ spatial frequency and vertical separation. (A) and (C) Minimal Latency for stimuli of different spatial frequencies. (B) and (D)
Normalized (to spatial frequency-correspondent Minimal Latency) latency for different paired strips’ vertical separations. (A) and (B): 0.6-high paired strips; (C) and (D):
1.2-high paired strips. In (B) and (D) colors and symbols as in Fig. 3. Data obtained from a single subject (B.M.S.) are connected to by dotted lines; all other data points are the
means and standard errors of the mean (SEM) for two subjects.
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Fig. 8. OFR amplitude: Dependence on paired strips’ vertical separation for each of several stimulus spatial frequencies. Mean (stimulus-locked) OFR measures. (A) and (B):
0.6-high paired strips; (C) and (D): 1.2-high paired strips. Colors and symbols as in Fig. 3. Subject B.M.S. (0.6-high paired strips: 140–152 trials per condition, SDs ranged
0.022–0.029; 1.2-high paired strips: 149–160 trials per condition, SDs ranged 0.019–0.027), subject C.Q. (88–113 trials per condition; SDs ranged 0.014–0.022), subject
E.J.F. (70–106 trials per condition; SDs ranged 0.016–0.023).
12 ’’Weighted’’ coefﬁcient of determination (r2w); see Appendix.
B.M. Sheliga et al. / Vision Research 68 (2012) 1–13 9ﬁlled triangles and violet ﬁlled squares), on the other hand, the OFR
amplitudes were fairly constant regardless of strip separation, with
a noteworthy decrease in amplitude occurring only in 4 out of 7
cases with the 36.1 separation.
3.2.3. OFR amplitude: Experiment 1 vs. Experiment 2
As described in theMethods, stimuli of Experiment 1 can be spa-
tially reconstructed using an integer number of abutting paired
strips of different vertical separation, and here we asked if and
how the OFRs to stimuli of Experiment 1 can be quantitatively de-
rived fromthe responses to paired strips comprising them.Observed
responses were always smaller than the sum of responses to the
component stimuli, which could arise if responses are being aver-





as a function of (N), where Ri is the OFR amplitude
(measured tomotionof the ith paired strip,N is the numberof paired
strips that are required for spatial reconstruction of a certain stimu-
lus of Experiment 1, and Robs is an actual OFR amplitude recorded for
that stimulus in Experiment 1. In this plot, pure averagingwill result
in points sitting on the identity line, while pure summationwill pro-
duce a horizontal line at 1. Note thatwhenN = 1, thismetric is also 1
by deﬁnition, so any ﬁtted function must pass through (1,1).Fig. 9 summarizes the results for all subjects using paired 0.6-
high (left panels) and 1.2-high (right panels) strips, and clearly
shows that for each SF tested the relationship was well captured
(r2w ranged from 0.857 to 0.999 averaging 0.967
12; see Table 4 in





¼ kN þ ð1 kÞ ð3Þ
(this deﬁnes a line of slope k passing through (1,1)). The linearity
shows that for any given SF, a ﬁxed weighting, which we call a
scaled average, determines spatial summation. We call parameter
k the ‘‘averaging coefﬁcient’’ since k = 1 corresponds to the arithme-





, while k = 0 corresponds to the arithmetic
sum (Robs ¼
PN
i¼1Ri), and in our data the vast majority of averaging
coefﬁcients fell between these two well deﬁned reference values
(see Table 4 in the Supplementary material).
Averaging coefﬁcients varied considerably (more than 7-fold)
for stimuli of different SF, implying that the OFR spatial summation
Fig. 9. OFR spatial summation properties: Experiment 2. The OFRs to paired strips required to spatially reconstruct a certain stimulus employed in Experiment 1 are summed
and divided by the OFR recorded to this same stimulus; the result is plotted as a function of the number of paired strips used for such reconstruction. Colors and symbols as in
Fig. 3. Data points for stimuli of different sizes but same spatial frequency were ﬁtted by Expression 3 (straight lines). (A) and (B): 0.6-high paired strips; (C) and (D): 1.2-
high paired strips. Each data point is the median of a distribution of bootstrapped means (see Appendix), with attached vertical lines delineating the 68% conﬁdence interval
(the conﬁdence intervals were very often smaller than the symbol for the median, and thus not visible).
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dependences were well captured by Gaussian functions (Fig. 10;
on a log abscissa; r2 ranged from 0.968 to 0.999 averaging
0.989). The parameters for these best-ﬁt Gaussian functions—SF
at the peak (f0) and standard deviation (r)—are listed in Table 5
in the Supplementary material, along with the peak value (ACpeak).
The lowest averaging coefﬁcients were found for the lowest SFs,
higher SFs resulted in larger averaging coefﬁcients, while those
dipped somewhat again for the highest SFs tested. For subject
C.Q. the peak of the Gaussian ﬁt was noticeably shifted towards
lower SFs in comparison to the data of the other two subjects.
3.2.4. Experiment 2B: Contrast dependence
Here we sought to establish if averaging coefﬁcients were the
same or differed for stimuli of the same SF but different contrasts.
For this we picked gratings of two SFs—one towards the higher
and one towards the lower end of our SF range (0.5 or
0.0625 cpd)—and presented them with 8% or 50% contrasts. Sub-
jects B.M.S. and E.J.F. participated. Fig. 11A and B plot these data
in the same format as Fig. 9. Again, all relationships were very well
captured (r2w ranged from 0.980 to 0.999 averaging 0.993; see Table
6 in the Supplementary material for the best-ﬁt parameters) by the
linear function. Fig. 11C summarizes the comparisons between
averaging coefﬁcients (k) in different SF and contrast conditions.The averaging coefﬁcients for the high-contrast stimuli (black bars)
were larger than those for the low-contrast stimuli (white bars).
Also in agreement with the ﬁndings of Experiment 2 (see Fig. 10),
the averaging coefﬁcients for 0.5 cpd stimuli (left panel) were larger
than those for 0.0625 cpd stimuli (right panel).4. Discussion
4.1. OFR spatial summation properties
In Experiment 1 we showed that the OFR dependence on strip
height possessed a similar general ‘‘shape’’ for a wide (64-fold)
range of stimulus SFs: an initial increase in the OFR amplitude
was followed by a decrease when the strip height exceeded certain
value. This optimal strip height, however, was strongly SF-depen-
dent—the higher the SF of the stimulus, the smaller the strip height
at which OFR amplitude started to decrease—with a greater than
10-fold difference in optimal strip height between the highest
and the lowest SFs tested (see Fig. 4D). Taken in isolation the re-
sults of this experiment would be consistent with the idea, pro-
posed earlier by others (Barthelemy, Vanzetta, & Masson, 2006;
Masson & Perrinet, 2012), that the summation of motion informa-
tion occurs only within a restricted central zone of the visual ﬁeld
Fig. 10. OFR spatial summation properties: Averaging coefﬁcients vs. stimulus
spatial frequency dependences. Smooth curves: best-ﬁt Gaussian functions to the
data.
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eral regions. Our results would ﬁt into this scheme by making an
additional (and reasonable) suggestion that the size of such a ‘‘cen-
tral zone’’ becomes progressively larger for stimuli of lower SF.
However, the results of Experiment 2 argue for an alternative
explanation for the OFR amplitude dependence on stimulus size
observed in Experiment 1. We showed that the OFRs to a ‘‘large-
size’’ stimulus equaled the scaled average of OFRs to ‘‘smaller-size’’
stimuli that comprised this ‘‘large’’ one.13 The averaging coefﬁcients
varied more than 7-fold for stimuli of different SFs (see Fig. 10), but
for a given SF they were very similar for a wide range of stimulus
sizes, which is illustrated by clear linear dependencies of Fig. 9. Such
results argue against the idea that the center and the periphery of
the visual ﬁeld are inherently antagonistic, and instead suggest
that—within limits—the OFR spatial summation rules for the same-
SF motion stimuli are the same throughout the visual ﬁeld. In this
scheme the shape of the OFR dependence on stimulus size in Exper-
iment 1 emerges from the interaction of two factors: the SF-speciﬁc
OFR dependence on eccentricity and the SF-speciﬁc strength of spa-
tial averaging. It can be easily shown that for a given OFR amplitude
dependence on eccentricity, weakening the strength of averaging
shifts the optimal stimulus size (a peak in the OFR dependence on
size) towards bigger values. If, on the other hand, one keeps the
strength of averaging constant, then the optimal stimulus size de-
pends only on how soon a decline in the OFR dependence on eccen-
tricity occurs. In our experiments the higher was the stimulus SF, the
earlier (at lesser eccentricity) the OFRs to paired strips started to de-
cline (Fig. 8), which—coupled with higher averaging coefﬁcients
(Fig. 10)—resulted in an earlier (at lesser stimulus height) peak in
the OFR dependence on stimulus size (Fig. 4).
In Experiment 2B we found that for a given SF the averaging
coefﬁcients were higher for the high-contrast than for the low-con-
trast stimuli (see Fig. 11). This is exactly the result that one would13 The exact size of ‘‘smaller-size’’ stimuli was not much of an issue, since very
similar averaging coefﬁcients were obtained in subject BMS using paired strips of two
different heights: 0.6 and 1.2 (see Figs. 7–10). On the other hand, there were
idiosyncratic quantitative differences: while B.M.S. and E.J.F. data were very similar in
all respects, maximal values of averaging coefﬁcients of subject C.Q. were achieved at
lower SFs.expect from the operation of contrast normalization mechanisms
(Grossberg, 1973; Heeger, 1992). On the other hand, the optimal
strip height did not change with contrast in Experiment 1B except
for the low-SF stimuli (see Fig. 5). However, other changes in the
curve shape (Fig. 5: steeper rise at low contrast and steeper fall
at high contrast) do reﬂect these changes in averaging coefﬁcients.
The fact that linear ﬁts in Figs. 9 and 11 provide such good ﬁts
demonstrates that there are no discrepancies in these ﬁndings.
Quaia et al. (2012) studied the strength of interactions between
spatially separated visual stimuli. They showed that responses to
paired horizontal strips were not simply the sum of the responses
to each strip of the pair when presented in isolation, but were af-
fected by the distance between them. Nearby strips produced sub-
linear summation (close to averaging when strips abutted), but this
suppression faded away as their separation increased. Importantly,
when two thin single strips abutted forming a single thicker strip—a
case analogous to stimulus spatial reconstruction implemented in
our study—the interaction strength was close to averaging, which
is very similar to averaging coefﬁcients calculated in our study for
stimuli in the same SF range (0.08–0.75 cpd). Furthermore, Quaia
et al., also showed that the strength of interactions between abut-
ting strips (0.25 cpd) did not differ signiﬁcantly whether those
strips were located at eye level or at around ±15 in the upper or
lower visual ﬁeld, which is consistent with our observation that,
for a given SF, averaging coefﬁcients were similar for stimuli that
varied in their exposure to the peripheral visual ﬁeld.
At this stage it is rather difﬁcult to try to pinpoint the underly-
ing neuronal mechanisms, though, in our view, local surround inhi-
bition in the extra striate cortex (e.g., Born & Bradley, 2005) could
prove to be important in accounting for the pattern of results of
this study. The strength and spatial extent of these inhibitory
mechanisms are most likely related to classical receptive ﬁeld sizes
of neurons activated by motion. Since motion stimuli of certain SF
would activate a population of neurons with similar receptive ﬁeld
sizes this would result in quantitatively similar levels of local sur-
round inhibition in the center as well as in the periphery of the vi-
sual ﬁeld. This line of reasoning could therefore explain why, for a
given SF, the averaging coefﬁcients were found to be similar for a
wide range of stimulus sizes. The SF-speciﬁc strength of spatial
averaging would then arise due to differences in the local surround
inhibition properties in neurons with different receptive ﬁeld sizes.
Besides theoretical interest, the varying dependencies on size
for stimuli of different SFs have important practical implications.
Human initial OFRs are very small eye movements (Figs. 2 and 6
are representative examples) rarely reaching velocities of just a
few degrees per second. This means that in a typical experiment
the data often have to be collected over several sessions until each
condition has been repeated an adequate number of times to per-
mit good resolution of the responses (through averaging). There-
fore, when planning an OFR research project it is of great beneﬁt
to design a stimulus which produces the strongest possible re-
sponses. Our results show that both stimulus size and SF need to
be chosen carefully in order to achieve this.
We ﬁnd that OFR depends upon spatial frequency, size and ret-
inal eccentricity. This poses a challenge because these properties
cannot be manipulated separately in the stimulus. For example, if
a stimulus were conﬁned to a single eccentricity using an annular
aperture, it cannot be limited to a narrow spatial frequency band.
Our strips across the full screen width ensured that the stimulus
was narrowband in SF, but have the cost that the central strip cov-
ers multiple eccentricities. However, the widely separated strips
used in Experiment 2 are conﬁned to large eccentricities. That is,
as separation increases, central stimulation is reduced, while all
stimuli produce eccentric stimulation. This allows us some control
over retinal eccentricity, while maintaining control of stimulus size
and spatial frequency.
Fig. 11. OFR spatial summation properties: Experiment 2B. The OFRs to thin paired strips required to spatially reconstruct a single-strip stimulus are summed and divided by
the OFR recorded to this same stimulus; the result is plotted as a function of the number of paired strips used for such reconstruction. Data points for single-strip stimuli of
different sizes but same spatial frequency and contrast were ﬁtted by Expression 3 (straight lines). (A) subject B.M.S.; (B) subject E.J.F.. Reddish symbols and lines: 0.0625 cpd
stimulus. Bluish symbols and traces: 0.5 cpd stimulus. Stimulus contrast: 8% (circles), 50% (diamonds). Subject B.M.S. (104–110 trials per condition; SDs ranged 0.018–
0.025), subject E.J.F. (113–137 trials per condition; SDs ranged 0.021–0.027). Each data point is the median of a distribution of bootstrapped means (see Appendix), with
attached vertical lines delineating the 68% conﬁdence interval. (The conﬁdence intervals were very often smaller than the symbol for the median, and thus not visible.) (C)
Averaging coefﬁcients dependence on contrast for stimuli of high (0.5 cpd; left panel) and low (0.0625 cpd; right panel) spatial frequencies.
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Ample psychophysical and electrophysiological evidence indi-
cates that there is a progressive scarcity of high-SF visual inputs
with increasing eccentricity while the low-SF inputs are distributed
muchmore evenly (for review, see De Valois &De Valois, 1988). And
the OFR latency data of our study conform to this view. (1) Experi-
ment 1: OFRs to larger stimuli had shorter latencies (Fig. 3); the ef-
fect was minimal for the highest and maximal for the lowest
stimulus SFs (Fig. 3D). OFRs are mediated by the activity of a popu-
lation of the motion-sensitive neurons, so the larger the activated
population the sooner the stimulus can be expected to be registered
in the brain and an earlier OFR should be generated. In Experiment 1
an increase in stimulus size occurred by means of an increase of
stimulus vertical extension towardsmore andmore peripheral por-
tions of the visual ﬁeld. Therefore, minimal changes in the OFR la-
tency with high-SF stimuli would imply that the high-SF-selective
motion-sensitive neurons in those peripheral portions of the visual
ﬁeld were in short supply. On the other hand, big OFR latency
changes with low-SF stimuli would imply that as the stimulus
was extended more peripherally, more and more low-SF-selective
motion-sensitive neuronswere activatedwhich led to a progressive
shortening of the response latency. (2) Experiment 2: OFR latencies
to high-SF paired strips increased with eccentricity (Fig. 7B and D).
We showed (Fig. 7B and D) that when using medium- and low-SF
stimuli, the OFR latency was fairly constant for a wide range (1.2–
18.5) of paired strips angular separations. Conversely for the high-
est-SF stimuli, the OFR latency started to increase as soon as the
stimulus failed to include the central 4–8 (2 cpd stimuli) or 8–
16 (1 cpd stimuli) of the visual ﬁeld. Such observations suggest that
while motion-sensitive neurons mediating OFRs to high-SF stimuli
are mainly conﬁned to the central portions of the visual ﬁeld, those
mediating OFRs to low-SF stimuli are common at much larger
eccentricities as well. Quaia et al. (2012) made similar conclusions
based on the OFR amplitude data in response tomotion of thin single
strips located at variable vertical eccentricity. We, however, cannot
follow their lead based on the amplitude of theOFRs to paired strips,
because Quaia et al. (2012) clearly showed that quantitative aspects
of response magnitude to paired strips are the consequence of not
only strips’ vertical eccentricity but also of the strength of theinteraction between strips forming a pair which varies as a function
of their vertical angular separation.5. Conclusions
Over the years, several studies have demonstrated that OFRs
critically depend on the size of the motion stimulus (Barthelemy,
Vanzetta, & Masson, 2006; Gellman, Carl, & Miles, 1990; Sheliga,
FitzGibbon, & Miles, 2008a). Our work conﬁrms these observations
and makes two advances. First we show how the OFR dependence
on stimulus size varies for stimuli of different SFs. Second, we show
that this size dependence is explained by partial averaging (quan-
tiﬁed with an averaging coefﬁcient) of responses to component
stimuli. For a given SF, the averaging coefﬁcients are similar for a
wide range of stimulus sizes, while they differ considerably for
stimuli of different SFs.Acknowledgment
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Appendix A




means in Figs. 9 and
11 we resorted to resampling techniques (Efron, 1982).
As described in Methods, mean OFR measures in each experi-










where RRi and RLi are measured changes in eye position in individ-
ual trials, while NR and NL are the total number of trials recorded
to rightward and leftward stimulus motion, respectively. To obtain
a conﬁdence interval around M, one can repeatedly select, with
replacement, NR trials from the rightward motion sample and NL
trials from the leftward motion sample and apply Expression 4,
B.M. Sheliga et al. / Vision Research 68 (2012) 1–13 13producing a distribution of bootstrapped means (M). The 16 and
84 percentiles from M are then taken as 68% conﬁdence interval
for M.





. We started by creating M distributions
(1000 repetitions) of responses for each single strip height and
paired strips vertical separation conditions. We then computed
distributions of interpolated bootstrapped means (Mi) for those
vertical separations of paired strips that were not actually pre-
sented to the subjects, but were necessary to reconstruct single
strips of variable height (see Methods). This was done by taking
a member from M distribution of each actually measured vertical
separation—creating a vector—and linearly interpolating over this
vector to obtain a member for eachMi distribution. This procedure
was repeated for each member ofM distributions (i.e. 1000 times).





for strips of different heights and spatial frequencies
were calculated for each member (i.e. 1000 times) of relevant M




distributions. From each such




median and 16 and 84 per-
centiles, and those are shown in Figs. 9 and 11 as symbols with at-
tached vertical black lines.
For each spatial frequency the averaging coefﬁcients were com-









data was not uniform (the error was larger when more
paired strips had to be used for a given single strip spatial recon-
struction), we performed the ﬁt using a weighted least square algo-
rithm, in which the squared error for each data point was divided
by the square of half the difference between the 16 and 84 percen-
tiles of the distribution of means for that data point (i.e., by what
would be the variance if the distributions were Gaussian).
To obtain an estimate of the variance in the data accounted for
by the ﬁt we then used a measure that is the equivalent, for a
weighted least squares ﬁt, of the coefﬁcient of determination r2.
For a standard (i.e., not weighted) least-squares ﬁt, r2 is computed
by subtracting from 1.0 the ratio between the sum of the squares of
the residuals from the ﬁt and the sum of the squares of the resid-
uals for a zero order ﬁt (i.e., the best ﬁtting constant, which for a
standard ﬁt is the mean of the data points). Similarly, we computed
‘‘weighted’’ r2 (r2w) by subtracting from 1.0 the ratio between the
sum of the weighted squares of the residuals from the ﬁt and the
sum of the weighted squares of the residuals for a zero order
weighted least-squares ﬁt (which is not necessarily the mean of
the data points).
Appendix B. Supplementary material
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.visres.2012.07.
006.
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